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Expansion of Saskatoon International Airport - CANADA  
Acoustic ceilings - Architect: Kindrachuk Agrey Architecture - Installation: Snap-Tex Canwest

The 5 key arguments...

...for the advantages of CLIPSO®

for walls and ceilings in
Public spaces

1. Wide covers

2. Acoustics

3. Lighting

4. Rapid implementation

5. Standards

Palais des Festivals of Cannes - FRANCE 
Acoustic ceiling white - Installation: Prestations BTP

“400 years of science” Exhibition, Aa-Kerk Church - Groningen
NETHERLANDS - Presentation of the exhibition stand (500m2) - 
Architect: Kloosterboer Decor - Installation: City Outdoor Media



“From the acoustic tests - which worried us enormously - we 
immediately perceived how the overall acoustics of the Palace 
was improved. So much so that the other artists exhibiting 
here have asked us since: “Could we take advantage of this? 
We appreciate it very much...” In addition to the rest (beauty, 
reference, poetry), it has a real use. ”

“We’re very satisfied. I think this development has been a 
source of many benefits and surprises. I received today the first 
exhibition visitors. They were all changed inside. By which I 
mean, they felt that a modification of the architecture resonated 
with their inner selves. We’re totally satisfied. And the kindness 
of the team, I insist, was great! ” 

Jean De Loisy - Director of the Palais de Tokyo
Radio Flyer Corp. HQ - Chicago, IL - USA
Frame - Sky printed canvas, backlit 
Installation : The Huff Company, Inc.

Anywhere, Anywhere Out of The World exhibition at the Palais 
de Tokyo - Paris - FRANCE - Suspended acoustic ceilings 
Artist: Philippe Parreno - Installation : CLIPSO

Library - THE UNITED KINGDOM
Acoustic ceiling between beams 
Installation : Acoustic GRG

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
“Providing comfort for both library users and 
librarians was our challenge. It is indeed a 
studious and demanding audience that seeks 
peace and quiet. 

We were able to create a clean and low-
noise ceiling decoration over a huge surface 
thanks to the CLIPSO® acoustic covering. The 
acoustics are the same everywhere and our 
customer is perfectly satisfied! ”

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
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VIP Lounge of Koltsovo Airport- RUSSIA
White acoustic canvas and backlit units
Installation: CLIPSO UNION

Nice train station - FRANCE - “Straw” colour acoustic walls - Installation: CLIBAT

“The refurbishment of a station generates two major 
problems: providing users with the continuity of service and 
working as cleanly as possible. Installing CLIPSO® fabrics was 
a global solution with the assurance of a very short installation 
time. At the end of the day, the acoustic decorative print has 
had quite an impact on customers.

It also enabled us to hide the technical lighting and fire 
protection elements. The profile system will eventually make it 
possible to modify the decoration 
over and over! ”

CLIPSO® EXPERIENCE
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Head office: 5 rue de l’Eglise • F-68800 VIEUX-THANN • Tel. : +33 (0)3 89 37 10 84 • E-mail: info@clipso.com

Training centre of the French Tennis Federation - Roland  
Garros - France - Acoustic ceiling
Architect: Marc Mimram - Installation : Haguenier


